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Babel
The Jewish leadership the Rabbinical elites in their own writings for each other on how to read
and interpret the Torah their blue print. State its conceptual and thus a symbolic formula they
are taught to read. This allows their teachings for conquering the Gentiles to pass by the Goyim
without raising awareness and alarm. This is why the Rabbi's have the "Oral Torah" its the
Torah without the cloak. The Zohar was wrote solely for other Jews by Jews. They tell their
fellow Jews the Torah on the literal level is just a cloak for the Oral Torah. That is the reason
Judaism is occult. And why the Jews warn their own in their Talmud that to tell the Goyim the
truth about their religion would be the same as commending all Jews to death. Because
Judaism is a organized racial criminal agenda.
The story of Babel is when the Gentiles are working to build a tower to heaven. Yahweh is told
of this by his other Angels he then comes to earth with his Angels and attacks humanity and
destroys this tower. In doing this Yahweh confuses the languages and divides the world into
smaller groups that fight amongst themselves on Yahweh's instigation. Yahweh states if this
tower of Babel is finished that Yahweh will be defeated and humanity will become Gods who he
has no power over. In Hebrew Babel is stated to have originally meant "Gateway to Heaven" but
after Yahweh destroyed this it forever after means "confusion".
The Jewish leadership the Rabbinical class is instructed by their Reptilian hive they call "god"
they have to remove all spiritual, historical and cultural knowledge from the Gentiles and divide
and conqueror them though Babel....Confusion. Language is also the language of symbolism
which contained the information of spiritual instructions for opening and transforming the soul.
The Tower was the symbol to the Babylonian's of the spine the path to heaven the crown
chakra for the kundalini and the Meru the spinal column is still openly shown as a tower in the
east. Humanity was collectively spiritual ascending thought the Magnum Opus to the Light Body
of our Gods. Yahweh warns that this is the threat to the control system the Jews and their
Reptilian gods they called Yahweh collectively, want to create over us and our planet. This story
of Babel is also a curse the Jews have placed on humanity to be spiritually bound and make it
impossible for Humans to ascend spirituality. Note the key to how the Jews hold control over
humanity with Babel [confusion] which binds the Gentiles to their control the Kabbalistic world
tree of the Jews show how the 22 Hebrew letters are used to bind the Gentiles. The name of the
pathways for using the Hebrew 22 letters in Hebrew is called "Babel" the name of their curse on
the Gentiles. The Torah is wrote in the 22 Hebrew letters its purpose is to curse the Gentiles.
Torah means "The Wheel of Darkness" hence confusion brought out of spiritual ignorance the
Jews have cursed us with.

The Meru Tower:

What have the Jews done with Christianity which they were instructed in their Torah to create as
well. They removed all spiritual knowledge, historical knowledge and corrupted the languages
spoken and the language of symbolism which includes the alphabets. The original Gentile
language was a spiritual language in which the symbols of each letter are instructions of how to
use the sounds to open the soul and they had instructions of how to use the letters to create
longer mantra's to create with. The Vedic index state they originally had this for Sanskrit the
meaning of the letters and how to create mantra's with them. But they are all removed and long
gone. The enemy has been in the east for thousands of years working to subvert and remove
the teachings of the Gods as well.
Without this and the practices of such Humanity is under the power of Yahweh.
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